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Genomic inference of a severe human bottleneck
during the Early to Middle Pleistocene transition
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Population size history is essential for studying human evolution. However, ancient population size history
during the Pleistocene is notoriously difficult to unravel. In this study, we developed a fast infinitesimal time
coalescent process (FitCoal) to circumvent this difficulty and calculated the composite likelihood for present-
day human genomic sequences of 3154 individuals. Results showed that human ancestors went through a
severe population bottleneck with about 1280 breeding individuals between around 930,000 and 813,000 years
ago. The bottleneck lasted for about 117,000 years and brought human ancestors close to extinction. This
bottleneck is congruent with a substantial chronological gap in the available African and Eurasian fossil record.
Our results provide new insights into our ancestry and suggest a coincident speciation event.

A
lthough the lineage of humans is esti-
mated to have separated from that of
chimpanzees and bonobos more than
6 million years ago, anatomically mod-
ernhumans (Homosapiens) are estimated

to have originated around 300 thousand to
200 thousand years before the present (kyr BP)
in Africa (1–3). On the basis of present-day hu-
man genomic sequences, the recent population
size histories (i.e., the dynamics of population
size since the emergence of modern humans)
have been intensively studied, revealing the
worldwide spread of our ancestors (4–8). How-
ever, ancient population size history of the genus
Homo during the Pleistocene is still poorly
known, although it is essential for understand-
ing the origin of the human lineage. It is likely
to be very difficult or impossible to obtain an-
cient DNA from African Homo samples dated
before the emergence of H. sapiens. It would
be particularly notable if present-day human
genomic sequences could be used to robustly
infer both the recent and ancient population
size histories of humankind. Thus, a new ap-

proach is needed to improve the inference ac-
curacy of population size history.
Population size changes that occurred hun-

dreds of thousands of years ago affected the
rates of coalescence and thus have left their
signatures in the site frequency spectrum (SFS)
of genomic sequences. The SFS is the distri-
bution of allele frequencies in the sequences,
randomly collected from the present-day hu-
man population. Each SFS category contains
a certain number of mutations of the same
size. Because SFS is crucial for demographic
inference (6, 8–12) and construction of key
summary statistics (13), many efforts have been
devoted toderiving its analytical formulas (14–17).

However, these formulae may not achieve the
required accuracy because of propagation and
accumulation of numerical errors resulting from
their dependence on the joint probability den-
sity function of coalescent times (16–18).
In this study, to circumvent this numerical

problem, we developed the fast infinitesimal
time coalescent process (FitCoal) (Fig. 1) that
analytically derives expected branch length
for each SFS category under arbitrary demo-
graphic models. FitCoal does not need phased
haplotype data and prior information on de-
mography. The effects of sequencing errors or
hitchhiking due to positive selection can be
circumvented, largely by focusing on a subset
of SFS that are less influenced by those factors.
We used FitCoal to analyze a large number of
present-day human genomic sequences from 10
African and 40 non-African populations. Results
showed that our ancestors experienced a sev-
ere population bottleneck between about 930
and 813 kyr BP, most likely because of climatic
changes. The average number of breeding indi-
viduals was only about 1280 during the bottle-
neck period. Our findings indicate that the
severe bottleneck brought the ancestral human
population close to extinction and completely
reshaped present-day human genetic diversity.

Results
FitCoal

WedevelopedFitCoal to determine the expected
branch lengths for an SFS (Fig. 1). During
FitCoal analysis of a sample, the time period
in which the most recent common ancestor
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Fig. 1. Illustration of FitCoal. (Left) The backward process in which four lineages (represented by the
four solid black circles at the bottom) coalesce into one (represented by the single solid black circle at
the top) after passing through millions of infinitesimal time intervals (Dt). The area highlighted in blue shows the
backward transformation process of different coalescent states with tiny probability changes in an infinitesimal
time interval. Thick arrows indicate high transformation probabilities, and thin arrows indicate low transformation
probabilities. The blue and purple arrows correlate to the two events in the middle pane represented by
blue- and purple-colored lines. Each state is indicated with a box, in which one circle indicates one lineage.
The boxes with solid black circles represent the states with the probability of 1. The boxes with empty
circles represent the states with the probability of 0. The probabilities between 0 and 1 are represented
by gray circles. (Middle) Hypothetical coalescent trees with branches of different states, indicating the
number of lineages. Blue branches represent a transformation from four to three lineages. Purple branches
indicate that no coalescent event occurred. (Right) The size of a theoretical population over time. The
width of shadowed area denoted as N(t) indicates the effective population size (i.e., the number of breeding
individuals) at time t. It is assumed that the effective population size remains unchanged within a Dt.
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originated was partitioned into as many time
intervals as needed, such that each time inter-
val (Dt) was very small (e.g., 1 month or 1 year).
During each time interval, the population size
was assumed to be constant. The probabilities
of all coalescent states (i.e., all possible ances-
tral lineages) were calculated backward in
time. For each state, the branch length during
a time interval was calculated by multiplying
its probability with population size and then
transformed to determine the expected branch
lengths. Because the expected branch length
of an SFS category during a time interval was
precalculated, FitCoal could be very fast.

FitCoal demographic inference

After the expected branch lengths were de-
termined, the composite likelihood of an SFS
(6, 9, 19) was calculated. FitCoal is effective
for a wide range of sample sizes in the calcu-
lation of the composite likelihood of a given
SFS and is much more accurate than simu-
lation approaches (fig. S1). When inferring
population size history, the likelihood was
maximized in a wide range of demographic
scenarios. Moreover, both instantaneous and
long-term exponential population changes were
considered. Similar to previous studies (6, 19),

the likelihood of the SFS was first maximized
with the constant size model, followed by re-
peated maximization of the likelihood with
increased number of inference time intervals
until the best model was found.

Demographic inference from simulated data

The accuracy of FitCoal demographic infer-
ence was evaluated by simulation and com-
parison of results with those of PSMC (pairwise
sequentially Markovian coalescent), Stairway
Plot, and SMC++ methods (6–8) (Fig. 2). To
ensure fair comparisons, we tested six demo-
graphicmodels by simulating 200 independent
datasets for each model, as described previ-
ously (6), with the assumption that a generation
time is 24 years (6, 20) and that the mutation
rate is 1.2 × 10–8 per site per generation (6, 21).
Results showed that the medians of FitCoal-

inferred population size histories were almost
identical to the true models, and the 95% con-
fidence intervals of FitCoal inference were nar-
rower than those of PSMC, Stairway Plot, and
SMC++ (Fig. 2). FitCoal inference accuracy
could be further improved by increasing sam-
ple size and lengths of sequences (fig. S2). The
proportion of the most recent changes in popu-
lation size inferred from the six models showed

that FitCoal could distinguish between instan-
taneous and exponential changes (table S1).
Overall, our results confirmed that SFSs could
be used to estimate population size histories (22).
It has been suggested that a population size

history could be inferred by using a subset of
SFS or a collapsed SFS (6, 19); the latter is an
SFS with high frequency mutations combined
into one category.Results of simulations showed
that the FitCoal could still accurately determine
a population size history even when a portion
(10 to 90%) of an SFS was truncated (i.e., ex-
cluded for analysis) (figs. S3 to S5), thus reduc-
ing the impact of confounding factors, such as
hitchhiking effect due to positive selection (fig.
S6) or sequencing errors on FitCoal analyses.

Demographic inference of African populations

To infer population size histories of African
populations, seven African populations in the
1000 Genomes Project (1000GP) (23) and three
African populations in the Human Genome
Diversity Project–Centre d’Etude du Polymor-
phismeHumain (HGDP-CEPH) panel (24) were
analyzed by the FitCoal (tables S2 to S4). Only
autosomal noncoding regions were used to
partially avoid the effect of purifying selection.
To avoid hitchhiking effect due to positive
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Fig. 2. Population size histories inferred by FitCoal, PSMC, Stairway Plot, and
SMC++ with simulated samples. (A) Constant size model. (B) Instantaneous
increasemodel. (C) Bottleneckmodel. (D) Exponential growth I model. (E) Exponential
growth II model. (F) Exponential growth III model. In all panels, thin black lines indicate
the true models. Thick red lines indicate the medians of FitCoal-inferred population size

histories; thin red lines represent 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of FitCoal-inferred population
size histories. Yellow, green, and blue lines indicate results obtained with PSMC, Stairway
Plot, and SMC++, respectively. The mutation rate is assumed to be 1.2 × 10–8 per
base per generation, and a generation time is assumed to be 24 years. n is the number of
simulated sequences, and L is the length in Mb of each simulated sequence.
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selection (25), high-frequency mutations were
excluded from the analysis. Results showed that
all 10 African populations went through a sev-
ere bottleneck (Fig. 3 and figs. S7 and S8). The
bottleneck was estimated to persist for 117 kyr,
from 930 ± 23.52 (SEM) (range, 854 to 1042)
to 813 ± 11.02 (SEM) (range, 772 to 864) kyr BP.
The average effective population size (i.e., the
number of breeding individuals) (26) during
the bottleneck period was determined to be
1280 ± 131 (SEM) (range, 770 to 2030), which
was only 1.3% of its ancestral size (98,130 ±
8720; range, 58,600 to 135,000). To evaluate the
impact of the bottleneck on current human
genetic diversity, we analyzed the expected
pairwise nucleotide diversity. Results showed
that 65.85% of current human genetic diver-
sity was lost because of the bottleneck.

Demographic inference of non-African populations

The severe bottleneck was not directly detected
in all 19 non-African populations in 1000GP and

the 21 non-African populations in the HGDP-
CEPHpanel (Fig. 3, A to D; figs. S7 and S8; and
tables S2, S5, and S6). The average ancestral
population sizes of the populations in the two
datasets were 20,260 (range, 18,850 to 22,220)
and 20,030 (range, 19,060 to 21,850), respec-
tively, similar to those determined in previous
studies (7, 8, 24). The estimated population
size started to decline around 368 (range, 175 to
756) and 367 (range, 167 to 628) kyr BP, respec-
tively, which is consistent with previous find-
ings that African and non-African divergence
occurred much earlier than the out-of-Africa
dispersal (7, 8, 23, 24). The inferred out-of-
Africa dispersal and the recent population size
expansion and reduction are consistent with
those of previous studies (5–8, 23, 24).

Severe bottleneck during the Early to Middle
Pleistocene transition

The ancient severe bottleneck was directly de-
tected in each of the 10 African populations

but in none of the 40 non-African populations.
To investigate this discrepancy, we performed
simulations with three demographic models,
designated bottlenecks I, II, and III (Fig. 4, A
to C, and figs. S9 and S10). Bottleneck I sim-
ulated the population size history of African
agriculturalist populations with the ancient
severe bottleneck, and bottlenecks II and III
simulated that of non-African populationswith-
out and with the ancient severe bottleneck,
respectively. Both bottlenecks I and II were
inferred precisely in all simulated data sets
(tables S7 to S9). However, no ancient severe
bottleneck was detected in bottleneck III sim-
ulations, which indicates that the out-of-Africa
dispersal hinders the chance of discovering the
ancient severe bottleneck. Furthermore, the
ancient severe bottleneckwas found to cause a
discrepancy in the estimation of the population
size between the bottleneck III model and the
inferred population size history after the bottle-
neckwas relieved,which suggests ahidden effect
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Fig. 3. Histories of human populations in 1000GP and HGPD-CEPH genomic
datasets inferred by FitCoal, SMC++, Stairway Plot, PSMC, and Relate. The
mutation rate is assumed to be 1.2 × 10–8 per base per generation, and a generation
time is assumed to be 24 years. (A) Inferred population size histories of 26
populations in 1000GP. (B) Linear-scaled estimation of sizes over time of populations
in 1000GP during the severe bottleneck period. (C) Inferred population size histories
of 24 populations in the HGPD-CEPH panel. (D) Linear-scaled estimation of sizes
over time of populations in the HGPD-CEPH panel during the severe bottleneck period.
(E and F) Comparison of population size histories of African YRI and Yoruba

populations inferred by FitCoal, SMC++, Stairway Plot, PSMC, and Relate. Only
the population size histories up to 200 kyr BP were analyzed by Stairway
Plot. In (A) to (D), colored lines indicate the following: red, African populations;
brown, Middle East populations; yellow, European populations; blue, East Asian
populations; green, Central or South Asian populations; and gray, American
populations. Black dashed circles with arrow heads represent the discrepancy in
the population size between African agriculturalist and non-African populations.
In (E) and (F), red, blue, yellow, green, and gray lines indicate results obtained
with FitCoal, SMC++, PSMC, Stairway Plot, and Relate, respectively.
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of the ancient severe bottleneck on non-African
populations (Fig. 4C and figs. S9C and S10C).
After the bottleneckwas relieved, the average

population size of non-African populations in
1000GPwas 20,260, and that of those in HGDP-
CEHP was 20,030. For African agriculturalist
populations, the average population size in
1000GPwas 27,080, and that of those inHGDP-
CEHPwas 27,440. This population size difference
of 7020 (Fig. 3, A and C) is likely due to the
hidden effect of the ancient severe bottleneck
on non-African populations. Because the out-of-
Africa dispersal existed in non-African popu-
lations but not in African populations, African
populations had more lineages remaining to
be traced back to the ancient severe bottle-
neck (fig. S11). In the analysis of the African YRI
(Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria) population, the
minimum sample size was three individuals
for detection of the severe bottleneck (fig. S12).
Because the signal for the existence of the

severe bottleneck was too weak to be detected
in non-African populations by FitCoal, we per-

formed an extended FitCoal analysis. To eli-
minate noise effects resulting from problems
such as sequencing or overfitting errors on the
inference of population size history, we used
the FitCoal-inferred recent population size his-
tory as a starting point for size estimation of
an ancient population. With this modifica-
tion, all 19 non-African populations in 1000GP
were found to have gone through the severe
bottleneck with approximately 1450 individ-
uals between 921 and 785 kyr BP (fig. S13 and
table S10). This result is consistent with that
obtained with African populations.
To further examine the severe bottleneck, we

simulated a slow population reduction start-
ing 1.5million years ago (Fig. 4D). The FitCoal-
inferredpopulation size historieswere different
from those observed in 1000GP and HDGP-
CEHP populations, which supports the hypoth-
esis that a sudden size reduction occurred at
the beginning of the bottleneck. Results of sim-
ulations were similar to that of the observed
cases (Fig. 3, E and F) in that they also showed

that PSMC, SMC++, andRelatemethods (7, 8, 27)
underestimated the severity of the ancient bot-
tleneck (Fig. 4 and figs. S14 to S17). More-
over, the inferred population declines shown
in Fig. 4A were more severe than those inferred
from the real data because the simulated data
were generated under the assumption of a neu-
trally evolved single population and a homoge-
neous recombination rate, whereas humans
evolvedwith subpopulationsandaheterogeneous
recombination rate (28, 29). FitCoal was not
found to overestimate such severity (Fig. 4) or
to falsely detect a bottleneck when examining
the effects of continuous and pulsed introgres-
sions among existing and ghost populations
(figs. S18 to S21). Therefore, the discovery of
the ancient severe bottleneck was not due to
overfitting the data in FitCoal analyses.

Discussion

In this study, we developed FitCoal, a model-
flexible method for demographic inference.
One key feature of FitCoal is that the expected
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Fig. 4. Verification of the severe bottleneck. (A) Bottleneck I model,
mimicking the true population size history of African agriculturalist populations.
(B) Bottleneck II model, mimicking the inferred population size history of non-
African populations. (C) Bottleneck III model, mimicking the true population
size history of non-African populations. The gap between actual and FitCoal
estimated population size is indicated by the black dashed circle and arrowhead.
(D) Bottleneck IV model, mimicking a population with an exponential reduction
in size 1.5 million years ago. (E) Bottleneck V model, mimicking a population
with a moderate bottleneck. (F) Bottleneck VI model, mimicking a population

with a weak bottleneck. Black lines represent the true models. Thick red lines
represent the medians of FitCoal estimated population sizes over time; thin
red lines represent 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of FitCoal estimated population
sizes over time. Blue, green, yellow, and gray lines represent the medians of
10 runs each of SMC++, Stairway Plot, PSMC, and Relate. The mutation rate is
assumed to be 1.2 × 10–8 per base per generation, and a generation time is
assumed to be 24 years. Numbers of simulated sequences are 188 in bottlenecks
I, IV, V, and VI and 194 in bottlenecks II and III. The lengths of simulated
sequences are 800 Mb each.
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branch lengths can be accurately determined
for an SFS under an arbitrary demographic
model, which allows precise calculation of the
likelihood. Analyses by FitCoal are, in most
cases, less time consuming than those by other
methods such as PSMC, SMC++, Stairway Plot,
and Relate (28/32 = 87.5%) (tables S11 and S12).
By discarding rare and high-frequency muta-
tions, FitCoal can avoid the effects of sequencing
errors or hitchhiking due to positive selection
without losing its inference accuracy. Because
both instantaneous and exponential changes
are allowed within each inference time inter-
val, FitCoal can reveal the dynamic of population
size precisely. Because coalescent events be-
come rare when tracing backward in time, the
length of inference time interval is usually set
to increase progressively (6–8). Although this
strategy can capture recent population size
changes, it may miss ancient ones. Therefore,
FitCoal inference time intervals are allowed to
vary during demographic inference, and FitCoal
canmake a fast and accurate inference of recent
and ancient population size histories.
The most important discovery with FitCoal

is that human ancestors went through a se-
vere bottleneck in the late Lower Pleistocene
(Fig. 5). This ancient severe bottleneck was
directly found in all 10 African populations,
but only a weak signal of the existence of such
was detected in all 40 non-African popula-
tions. This observation is consistent with the
coalescent theory and the occurrence of the
out-of-Africa dispersal. Results of our large-
scale simulations demonstrated that FitCoal
did not falsely infer the bottleneck because of
positive selections (figs. S6 and S22) or pop-
ulation structure (fig. S18 to S21). Because we
observed no overfitting cases and results ob-
tained by examining different sets of genomic
regions (Fig. 3, A and C, and fig. S23) were sim-

ilar, the existence of the ancient severe bottle-
neck was ascertained.
Our results indicate that the ancient severe

bottleneck lasted for approximately 117 kyr
(Fig. 5), and that about 98.7% of human an-
cestors were lost at the beginning of the bot-
tleneck, thus threatening our ancestors with
extinction. The estimated effective population
size during the bottleneck period was only
1280 breeding individuals, which was compa-
rable to the effective population sizes of other
endangered mammals (30, 31). This size (1280)
might have been overestimated because of hid-
den population structure (32). Naturally occur-
ring population size fluctuations might have
further increased the extinction risk for our
ancestors during the bottleneck. The bottleneck
could also have increased the inbreeding level
of our ancestors, thus contributing to the 65.85%
loss in present-day human genetic diversity.
The ancient population size reduction that

occurred around 930 kyr BP was likely driven
by climatic changes during the Early to Mid-
dle Pleistocene transition (33, 34). During this
transition period known as the “0.9 Ma event”
(Ma,millionyears ago), glaciationswere changed
from predominantly short-term to long-term
events with more extreme thermic intensity,
especially at the peak of glaciation. This event
resulted in a decrease in marine surface tem-
perature to the lowest that occurred during the
entire transition period (33), with an inferred
long period of drought and extensive wildlife
turnover in Africa and Eurasia (35).
The existence of the ancient severe bottle-

neck could explain the extreme scarcity of the
available hominin fossil record in Africa and
Eurasia between 950 and 650 kyr BP (Fig. 5 and
fig. S24). In Africa, only a few fossil specimens
dated in this time period have been found, in-
cluding the cranial fragments from Gombore

in Ethiopia and the fossil samples fromTighenif
in Algeria (36, 37). Although the taxonomic sta-
tuses of these fossils are still not clear, they have
features resembling those of later fossils at-
tributed toHomo heidelbergensis. They are dif-
ferent from the coeval Homo antecessor from a
paleoanthropological site in Spain (Atapuerca,
Gran Dolina), and some scholars considered
H. antecessor as a possible alternative for the last
common ancestor (LCA) (38). During the same
chronological interval, the East Asian fossil
record contains specimens identified asHomo
erectus (39). It does not appear that East Asian
H. erectus is connected to the ancient severe
bottleneck because it is unlikely to have contrib-
uted to the lineage leading to modern humans
(38). In addition, coincidentwith this bottleneck,
two ancestral chromosomes are believed to have
fused to form chromosome 2 in humans around
900 to 740kyr BP (40,41). Therefore, the ancient
severe bottleneck possibly marks a speciation
event leading to the emergence of the LCA
shared by Denisovans, Neanderthals, andmod-
ern humans, whose divergence has been dated
to about 765 to 550 kyr BP (38, 42, 43).
A rapid population recovery was detected in

all 10 African populations with a 20-fold in-
crease in size around 813 kyr BP. Control of
fire could be part of the explanation for this
population expansion, which is shown by the
early archaeological evidence found in Israel
dated about 790 kyr BP (44). Other factors, such
as climatic changes (33, 34), might also be a
driving force for this rapid population recovery.
The ancient severe bottleneck was not de-

tected in previous SFS-based analyses (6, 10, 12, 14).
This failure might be due to the use of prede-
fined demographic models. In this study, we
found that the likelihood must be accurately
calculated to detect the severe bottleneck (fig.
S1). The use of other methods such as Stairway
Plot—which may not have sufficient resolu-
tion power for estimation of ancient popula-
tion size history—is another possible reason for
the failure (6).
Our study revealed that an extremely small

human population lasted for about 117 kyr
around 930 to 813 kyr BP. Many questions
remain unanswered, such as where these indi-
viduals lived, how they overcame the cata-
strophic climate changes, and how the ancient
population remained so small for so long. Fur-
ther studies are warranted to investigate these
matters to obtain a more detailed picture of
human evolution during the Early to Middle
Pleistocene transition.
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700 kyr BP. The red arrow indicates
the peak of glaciation during the
transition (i.e., the 0.9 Ma event).
The ancient severe bottleneck
inferred in this study is highlighted. The gap in the available African hominin fossil record and an indicative
chronology for H. erectus, the LCA, and H. sapiens are shown. The estimated time period in which two
ancestral chromosomes (chromosome, Chr.) fused to become one is also shown on the right.
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Editor’s summary
Today, there are more than 8 billion human beings on the planet. We dominate Earth’s landscapes, and our activities
are driving large numbers of other species to extinction. Had a researcher looked at the world sometime between
800,000 and 900,000 years ago, however, the picture would have been quite different. Hu et al. used a newly
developed coalescent model to predict past human population sizes from more than 3000 present-day human
genomes (see the Perspective by Ashton and Stringer). The model detected a reduction in the population size of our
ancestors from about 100,000 to about 1000 individuals, which persisted for about 100,000 years. The decline appears
to have coincided with both major climate change and subsequent speciation events. —Sacha Vignieri
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